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Letter to Investors & Partners > 3



Dear Accion Frontier Inclusion Fund Investors & Partners: Quona Capital and Accion are excited to present the first annual report highlighting important milestones of the Fund’s first year of operations and summarizing the performance of our portfolio companies in 2016. We are inspired by the overwhelming response of a wide array of investors to our thesis: leveraging technology to vastly improve the quality and accessibility of financial services for the underserved in emerging markets.



We identify and back talented, growth-oriented entrepreneurs reshaping financial services for emerging consumers and enterprises. The Accion Frontier Inclusion Fund, L.P. (AFIF), managed by Quona Capital, is the first global fintech fund for the underserved, investing in innovative financial technology and services companies that promote financial inclusion for billions of people around the world. The final close of $141M was over 40% above our initial target and represents commitments from an array of leading institutional investors including global insurance companies, investment banks and asset managers, a university endowment, prominent foundations and family offices, as well as development finance institutions. The diversity and caliber of investors that AFIF has attracted and the capital they have provided are milestones for the impact investing industry. They clearly validate our investment strategy: to identify and back talented, growth-oriented entrepreneurs reshaping financial services for emerging consumers and enterprises. Our robust and growing pipeline reflects the convergence of powerful demographic trends— the rise of the emerging middle class and more discriminating consumer—and unstoppable technological forces including expanding mobile phone penetration, internet access, cloud computing, social networks and payment systems.
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Investments Since Launch



We are building a portfolio of the world’s leading emerging market fintech companies for inclusion. Among these was our first follow-on investment in a company backed by Accion Venture Lab, Accion’s seed-stage investment initiative. We made seven investments since the October 2015 Fund launch through December 2016, as shown below. We are off to a strong start in 2017, with three investments closed in the first quarter of the year: Yoco in South Africa (our first investment on the continent), DunasPlus in Brazil, and Credit Mantri in India. We plan on conducting a deep dive on those companies in the 2017 annual report.



Q 4 2015



NeoGrowth, the first company to offer card and other electronic payments receivables financing to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in India



Q3 2014



Eseye, a global



Q 2 2016



Q 4 2 01 5



Konfio, an online provider using unique data analytics and an online platform to deliver affordable working capital loans to microbusinesses in Mexico



Internet of Things (IoT) service provider enabling pay-asyou-go (paygo) asset financing and access to prepaid utilities in remote locations such as Africa and Latin America



Q1 2016



Q3 2 0 16



IndiaMart, India’s largest



Q 2 2 01 6



Creditas, rebranded from BankFacil, is an innovative provider of secured home and auto equity loan solutions for the emerging middle class in Brazil



business-to-business (B2B) listing and transactions platform for SMEs, which is making a strong foray into associated payment and financial solutions



Coins.ph, a mobile payments platform leveraging the blockchain to provide a comprehensive suite of services for low income consumers in the Philippines



Invoinet, a reverse factoring platform for SMEs in Argentina and Brazil
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More Experience and Global Presence With the increased asset base, Quona has strengthened its team and added a key value creation function, while broadening its presence on the ground. This focus on value creation will allow us to more effectively leverage its learning and resources across geographies and sectors. This report will highlight our strategic partnership with leading Silicon Valley talent and complementary capital providers.



Quona has added new associates and analysts, and grown its finance and operations processes to manage the growing portfolio. The Quona team also continues to leverage the global presence and expertise of Accion, the Fund’s anchor investor, general partner, and sponsor. Accion contributes its global brand, technical specialists, and institutional relationships to promote and advance the Fund.



Arman Zand, Quona’s head of Value Creation and Portfolio Engagement based in San Francisco, will build on and enhance the core efforts of the Quona investment team. He brings experience as an entrepreneur and in venture capital, in both Silicon Valley and emerging markets. Arman spent 16 years at Silicon Valley Bank, helping launch its operations in India, Israel and China, where he helped co-found the country’s first jointventure technology bank. The focus of Arman’s work will be to leverage our networks, knowledge and investor base to add value to our portfolio companies. 



Johan Bosini, Quona’s Venture Partner based in South Africa, was hired to curate the pipeline, support portfolio companies and nurture local venture ecosystems. Johan has spent the last six years working across the continent in retail lending and insurance (most recently with JUMO and afb) to create digital financial service products for millions of unbanked consumers, small businesses and mobile money agents in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Rwanda and Ghana. 
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Ecosystem Building and Thought Leadership While most of these efforts focus on our portfolio companies, we also participate in broader ecosystem building and thought leadership to create a more enabling environment for impact investing, emerging market venture capital and financial inclusion. Our partners were invited to present at a number of global fintech events, including NextMoney, São Paulo; European Microfinance Week, Luxembourg; and Money20/20, Las Vegas. We presented on the trends we’re seeing in the marketplace, and the white spaces where big investment opportunities are emerging. We cover diverse themes—whether in B2B, like digital supply chain finance and the expanding acceptance environment, or business-to-consumer (B2C), in areas including alternative lending, electronic payments and insurance technology (insurtech).



Financial Inclusion for Deep Impact We are building worldwide leadership in financial inclusion because our team brings a joint commitment to supporting innovation in financial inclusion, connecting the dots of innovation happening across the globe, in both emerging and developed economies. This perspective informs our investment decisions and adds value to our portfolio companies. We have deep relationships within the local ecosystems, and are 100% committed to fintech for emerging masses. This annual report will show how we help our portfolio companies to leverage fintech to open new opportunities for people and businesses in their communities.



On behalf of all of us, thank you for your continued support. —The Team at Quona Capital
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2016 Cross-Portfolio Company Impact In 2016, we achieved significant impact within all its focus regions, drastically enhancing financial services for the underserved and creating jobs within local economies. In addition to the Access, Quality and Markets metrics that are tracked at each portfolio company, Quona has aggregated key data across the portfolio and within its B2B and B2C segments to highlight overall impact of the Fund. The aggregated data covers total lives touched1, total transaction activity2 and volume3, and jobs4 created by the portfolio.



Lives Touched



Customers Served



6M+



underserved people



1M+ businesses



By enabling lending, digital commerce and payments, our seven portfolio companies reached over 9M people across the globe, of which more than 6M represent financially underserved5 populations.



Our B2B portfolio companies (IndiaMart, NeoGrowth, Invoinet, and Konfio) provided financial services to over 1M businesses. Our B2C portfolio companies (Coins.ph, Creditas and Eseye) enabled financial access for over 840K individual customers.



Local Jobs Provided



Transaction Activity



3.8K+ jobs



At year end 2016, our portfolio companies directly employed more than 3.8K individuals in local markets including Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, the United Kingdom, India and the Philippines.



1



Lives touched measures the number of individuals directly benefiting from the financial services provided by the companies supported by Quona. This is calculated by multiplying the total number of each portfolio company’s customers (businesses and individuals) and its full-time employees against the average household size of the markets they serve, as we believe that the financial services provided by our portfolio companies benefit the families of every specific customer. The household multipliers referenced are from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators 2012 Report.



2



3



4



$900M+ in transactions



In 2016, our portfolio companies enabled over 140M financial transactions representing a total volume of more than $900M.



Number of transactions, money transfer, loan disbursals, or invoices processed by fund portfolio companies in 2016 Total dollar value of transactions, money transfers, loan disbursals, or invoices processed by fund portfolio companies in 2016 Number of full time employees at each fund portfolio company in 2016.
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To calculate underserved lives touched, Quona applies the following rationale: (1) for the B2B portfolio, Quona identifies the estimated MSMEs being served by each company which is multiplied by the average percentage of MSMEs in their respective markets that are unserved, underserved, and not actively pursuing credit as defined by the IFC Enterprise Finance Gap Database, (2) for the B2C portfolio, Quona utilizes company data when possible to identify customer segments that qualify as financially underserved and also leverages demographic data regarding unbanked and financially underserved populations when relevant. 8



2016 Cross-Portfolio Company Impact: Highlights



3M transactions annually and #1 micropayments platform in the Philippines



41% of loans made to lower income segments



570K paygo devices in use globally



1M Micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) reached every month



$695M financed through platform



1.2K loans made to underbanked MSMEs



$200M of SME growth financed



Coins.ph enables consumer payments and micropayments for the unbanked and underbanked across Southeast Asia. Intra-bank and inter-bank payments within even large banks are difficult, but through its digital payments platform Coins.ph is solving this acute pain point for disadvantaged communities. With over 3M transactions a year and over five monthly transactions per user, Coins.ph has already become the number one leading micropayments platform in the Philippines. Creditas provides lower and emerging middle income Brazilians with access to long-term, low-interest secured loans. The company made a total of 1,770 auto and home equity loans in 2016, up 289% year-on-year, of which 41% were extended to consumers from lower income segments, mostly for debt consolidation, home improvement, and to invest in small businesses. Creditas home equity loans have 10 - 15 year terms with 25% interest rates, while auto equity loans have 2 - 5 year terms with roughly 30% interest rates, in stark contrast with rates of 100% - 900% for short-term unsecured consumer loans and credit cards. Eseye’s connectivity solutions expand payment options for the underbanked by enabling access to basic services such as electricity and enabling the purchase of higher-value items such as residential solar charging stations or water pumps on a prepaid or paygo basis. Eseye managed a total of 850k devices in 2016, of which 570k enabled paygo asset financing, up 35% year-onyear, principally in sub-Saharan Africa. IndiaMart is the largest B2B and SME commerce listings and payments platform in India. Most SMEs in India started their digital journey with IndiaMart. With over 2 million sellers and 18 million buyers, they reach over 20 million SMEs through their platform and enable SME commerce of over $5 billion annually. IndiaMart has substantially expanded digital payments and credit to 30% of their paying SMEs since we invested in 2016. By taking a marketplace approach with multiple lenders competing for invoice financing, Invoinet is able to provide financing to the smallest suppliers at significantly better terms than they could receive on their own. While traditional factoring companies charge rates of 60%, Invoinet’s reverse factoring solution offers significantly more affordable rates as low as 18%. In 2016, Invoinet had 132 buyers and over 200k suppliers on their platform, up 17% and 7% respectively. The company processed a total of 4.8 million invoices in 2016, representing $695 million in working capital financing. Konfio, a young leader in online balance sheet lending in Mexico, issued a total of 1,174 loans to underserved micro businesses in 2016, with its gross loan portfolio increasing 319% year-on-year. The company combines data science and analytics to intelligently underwrite loans for small businesses otherwise ignored by banks. Despite lending to a traditionally riskier demographic, Konfio’s charge-offs actually decreased 13% year-on-year thanks to continuous improvements in its risk assessment capabilities. As the only digital payments and card receivables financing company in India, NeoGrowth delivers much-needed working capital to underserved and underrepresented micro and small service businesses in the country. It uniquely combines tech and touch tools to on-board, access and engage these SMEs. NeoGrowth has financed over $120 million to enable business growth for 6,500+ SMEs in 2016 alone. About 57% of NeoGrowth customers do not have a credit history to start with, and 26% of its borrowers are women entrepreneurs. 9



photo credit: Brian Harries / Creative Commons
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Theory of Social Change >
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Financial Inclusion Meets Transformative Technological Progress Our theory of social change marries the economic benefits of financial inclusion with the transformative power of technological change sweeping emerging markets. Access to appropriate financial services provides the oil that greases economic engines—both at the household level and at a macro scale. Quality financial services impact local economies by helping people to pay utility bills and school fees without waiting in long lines, use credit to make a home repair or invest in their business, save money to buy an asset or a gift for a loved one, and insure their property and their lives to protect against unexpected loss. At scale, financial inclusion is positively correlated with GDP growth, reduced income inequality and more efficient capital markets.1



IN D I V I D UA LS W I T H M OB I L E A CCES S WOR L DW I D E



2.5B



3.8B



2 0 16
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At scale, financial inclusion is positively correlated with GDP growth, reduced income inequality and more efficient capital markets. imentation and business models serving lower income populations.



Technology Business Trends Important technological trends within emerging markets create an opportunity to radically improve access to quality financial services for the world’s three billion unbanked and underbanked consumers and businesses. In particular, there are four core trends: 1. Mobile and smart phone penetrations: Cell phone and smart phone penetrations have long surpassed banking penetration in emerging markets. Growth rates are accelerating. A recent report by GSMA noted that “2.5 billion individuals in the developing world were accessing the internet through mobile devices,” a figure that is expected to “increase by more than 1.3 billion by 2020.”2 2. Cloud services and technology platform innovations: The advent of cloudbased computing (e.g. Amazon Web Services) lets technology companies access computing power in proportion to their needs and revenue levels. An entrepreneur with a modest internet connection in Lusaka has access to similar computing power, at similar costs, as someone in Seattle. This democratized access and rationalized start-up costs allow for exper-



3. Social media and online networks: The popularity of platforms like Facebook in emerging markets transforms a company’s ability to reach and engage its customers in a targeted, dynamic way. The network effects of these growing platforms fundamentally change distribution and communication strategies. 4. Big data analytics: The proliferation of the aforementioned technology means that billions of people now have a digital identity—whether it’s cell phone numbers, usage patterns, email addresses, social media accounts and the other intelligence that makes previously invisible activity knowable. This information can be mined and analyzed to develop a unique customer profile that can be helpful when engaging a customer. The digital footprint that is generated through increased cell phone and internet penetration is spawning innovations in alternative credit scoring and new forms of credit and insurance underwriting. Ehrbeck et al. Inclusive Growth and Financial Security: The benefits of e-payments to Indian society. McKinsey. Nov 2010 2 http://www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy/ 1
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Business Innovation Trends The business model innovation and efficiency enabled by these powerful technology trends allow for radically lower cost and more rapid scaling of enterprises without the need for intensive capital infusions. In addition, the expanded access from increased connectivity and connectedness allows companies to reach the last-mile consumer cost effectively, accelerate adoption, and provide a digital identity to previously invisible consumers and enterprises. These trends are driving “fintech for inclusion,” and open up new value propositions to previously underserved markets, like these: • Digital consumer finance: Providers of asset-based and unsecured digital loans like Creditas offer borrowers credit more affordably, more quickly and more appropriately tied to specific use cases including housing finance, education loans and vehicle purchase. • Electronic payment products: Fintech reduces friction and cost while improving convenience for consumers, while correspondingly increasing sales and efficiency of the merchants that accept these forms of digital payments. These include mobile point of sale, prepaid cards and digital re-



mittances that enable individuals around the globe to send money to their friends and family easily and affordably. • Enterprise finance: Digital lending, merchant cash advance, equipment purchases and various forms of supply chain finance (such as invoice discounting) unlock working capital businesses need to grow. • Insurtech: Insurance companies can reach down-market with alternative types of data to develop more flexible and dynamic actuarial models, innovative approaches to align incentives, and more efficient payment mechanisms that streamline premium collections and claims payout.



Social Impact Framework These examples demonstrate the power of finance technology to fundamentally alter the cost structure and efficiency of traditional business models, thereby expanding access and quality of financial services to underserved consumers and businesses. Quona’s strategy relies on identifying business model innovation, promoting cross fertilization and learning among diverse fintech stakeholders, and fostering an



ecosystem of new investors and entrepreneurs with a focus on financial inclusion in emerging markets. We measure the impact of our investments by evaluating portfolio companies’ success in advancing the Access, Quality and Markets criteria that are core to our theory of social change for financial services in emerging markets: Access: Expanding access to financial services for previously underserved segments and markets. Quality: Improving quality of financial services as measured by affordability, product depth and breadth, convenience and efficiency. Markets: Increasing market acceptance for inclusive finance technology by creating a demonstration effect, enabling venture ecosystems and positive indirect effects in emerging markets. We support the financial success of our portfolio companies to help them scale and improve financial services for the underserved. In this way, the fund should have a catalytic role in guiding the capital markets in a more purpose-driven, productive and socially responsible way.



Our Social Impact Framework



Access



Quality



Markets
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Client Story: Expanding Access



Konfio Brings Working Capital to Underserved Markets Mexico is the second-largest economy in Latin America by GDP, but financial inclusion trails in comparison to other regional markets. Only 36% of the adult population in Mexico has an account with a formal financial institution as compared to 68% in Brazil and 63% in Chile. Based in Mexico, Konfio exemplifies market innovation in expanding access to credit for small and medium-sized enterprises. Konfio was our investment in a company backed by Accion Venture Lab, Accion’s seed stage investment initiative.



photo credit (center): John Rae for Accion



MSMEs represent 95% of 4.3 million total businesses in Mexico and contribute 52% of Mexico’s GDP and 72% of employment. Yet MSMEs receive only 10% of bank credit due to very restrictive lending policies. This credit gap limits the development of small companies from growing into major employers and making larger contributions to GDP. These capital-constrained businesses are also more susceptible to market shocks.



Alma Delia converted her business from an internet hotspot into a one-stopshop for people to work and purchase office supplies.



The MSME market segment is too large for microfinance institutions to serve on their own, but it is too small for traditional commercial banks to serve effectively, resulting in a significant financing need. Compounding the problem, interest rates in Mexico are notoriously high and the lending market is filled with informal predatory lenders. Konfio contributes to financial inclusion and economic development in Mexico by empowering MSMEs with access to working capital. Konfio’s clients seek credit online because they can’t afford to take time to visit a bank, and they value being able to apply online at any time of the day or night. Plus they have a natural proclivity to seek solutions via the internet. Thanks to Konfio’s innovative credit assessment methodology, MSME owners can complete financings more quickly, conveniently and affordably. Moreover, Konfio’s credit-builder approach offers clients the opportunity to improve their credit histories and respective interest rates over time.



Rosa Maria expanded her aluminum supply business to reach clients in other regions.



Konfio’s average client is in the medium to low socio economic segments (SES); C-, D+, D- and E. These small business owners have run their companies for six years on average, and come from all 32 states in Mexico, including Mexico City, Nuevo León, Jalisco and Veracruz. In addition, 80% of clients come to Konfio because they have working capital needs or need to add machinery, and 64% of clients are in the retail industry. Konfio served over 930 individual businesses in 2016 and disbursed over $1 million in loans. Since opening its doors, Konfio has helped thousands of business owners across a variety of sectors. Commerce companies use Konfio working capital loans to quickly replace inventory. Restaurants use short tenor loans to restock their kitchens. Shops can access credit to replace inventory faster and at better terms than a bank offering.



With two loans, Rodolfo was able to purchase inventory and cover storage cost to grow his convenience store. 13



Client Story: Improving Quality



Coins.ph Extends High Quality Payment Solutions for Filipinos Because true interoperability among banks does not exist, Filipinos must physically deposit funds at a beneficiary’s bank account branch, often waiting in long lines on their days off. They have very few online mobile top-up options, and those charge as much as 25% in fees. Coins.ph is changing all that: its core mission is to increase access to basic financial services for lower income populations by leveraging technology to cut fixed costs and offering these services directly to people through their mobile phones. Founded in early 2014, Coins.ph is a mobile-first, branchless, blockchain-based platform that provides consumers with high quality options for financial services such as remittances, bill payments and mobile airtime. To provide these services, Coins.ph has partnered with multiple banks, financial institutions and last-mile retail outlets, spanning a network of over 17,000 cash disbursement and collection locations in the Philippines alone. Coins.ph enables fund transfers across leading banks and mobile money wallets. Addi-



tionally, Coins.ph’s tie-ups with ATM providers—enabling access via mobile devices as well as debit cards—and partnerships with ubiquitous retailers like 7-11 make the cashout process seamless and mobile across 450+ locations across the Philippines. Coins.ph charges a fraction of the fees online mobile top-up service providers charge, due to its direct partnerships with large telecom operators. Coins.ph provided low cost and convenient digital payment options to 500,000 individual consumers in 2016. It is currently the only option in the Philippines, other than bank transfers, for paying electricity bills electronically. Coins.ph users no longer have to physically deposit funds at billing centers. To make international remittances affordable, Coins.ph leverages existing channels of digital currency distribution across multiple corridors. Customers can use bitcoin exchanges such as Coinbase in the US, Unocoin in India and MyCoin in Taiwan to buy bitcoin in their home currency. The



funds can then be transferred to relatives back home, used to pay bills and rent, and even make international B2B payments for small businesses. Further, the low cost of transfers helps overseas Filipino workers manage cash flows better and remit small sums of money more frequently.



17,000



cash disbursement and collection locations across the Philippines



“ Remitting money through Coins.ph and our international partners can save you a day’s worth of time and money because of much lower remittance fees, and less time spent in remittance centers. Locally, the time and money it takes to go from place to place can be saved by using our very versatile app to do everything you need. ” — H T T P : // B LOG .COI N S.PH
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Client Story: Growing Market Acceptance



NeoGrowth Drives Deep Impact in India’s Market for SME Finance Banks and financial institutions in India have found it challenging and expensive to extend credit to smaller merchants who don’t have a traditional credit history. And those businesses couldn’t build that history without access to financing. By providing card receivables financing to small and mid-sized merchants and retailers, NeoGrowth is opening access to credit for companies that are undeserved by formal credit channels, fostering financial inclusion, business growth and job creation. Its unique model enables flexible and automated repayment of loans, and its card acceptance tools help boost the cashless infrastructure and integrate valuable analytics to merchants who can thereby build a credit history and access traditional sources of debt over time. NeoGrowth started off with the equivalent of merchant cash advance, which is unregulated in India. Although not required to do so, NeoGrowth voluntarily registered as a Non-Banking Financial Company, which comes under the stringent regulatory pur-



FI G 1 : NEOGROWTH IMPA CT IN INDIA SME MA RKE TS 80%
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view of the Reserve Bank of India. This status has helped regulators appreciate the company, its product and its value to the SME segment. Now NeoGrowth has mature commercial operations in ten major cities across India and is expanding across the country. As NeoGrowth scales, it is partnering with banks and other financial institutions to syndicate and securitize loans.
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NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p.5 See footnote 1 NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p.7



N EOG ROW T H ’ S I M PACT ON S M E FI N AN CE M AR KET



27.9% 50%+ 59% 51% of its merchants get additional funding from formal lenders due to improved borrower profile3



of merchants witnessed improvements in their credit scores as a result of borrowing from Neogrowth4



of merchants witnessed growth in business after Neogrowth funding5



of its customers experienced an increase in staff
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NeoGrowth Customer Stories



NeoGrowth Enables Woman-Owned Franchise to Expand



NeoGrowth Helps New Entrepreneur to Help Migrant Workers



Little Express Makes Big Opportunities for Women with Help From NeoGrowth



Jayanti Kathale converted her passion for food into a successful business. At the peak of her career with Infosys, she switched gears to start Purna Bramha, a restaurant specializing in authentic regional Maharashtrian cuisine. Purna Bramha started as a small venture with limited funds, but when Jayanti needed more working capital, NeoGrowth served up timely funding. Jayanti is now expanding her business beyond Bangalore through a franchise model that is exclusive to women entrepreneurs. She has set a personal goal to open 5,000 outlets worldwide.6



Vinod Singhani had always dreamed of being an entrepreneur. Without prior experience and exposure, he was hesitant to start his own business. Through grit and determination, he started his restaurant venture Wassup in Jaipur four years ago. NeoGrowth provided the funding to meet his business expansion plans. Today the restaurant has 25 employees, most of whom are migrant workers who had come to the city looking for opportunities. He believes in treating his staff fairly and provides them with housing, insurance and food. Vinod even arranges a staff party every month within the restaurant.7



Nilesh started as a street vendor in Mumbai nearly 20 years ago. Today, he operates Little Express, a small specialty store selling apparel, accessories and toys for children. Neogrowth played an important role in Little Express’s journey by providing Nilesh a loan without any collateral. As the proud owner of two very successful outlets, he is opening opportunities for his employees: women from low-income groups. He believes that creating jobs and encouraging women to make a sustainable living is a great way to give back to society.8 8



6



NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p.16
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NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p.18



NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p.17



photo credit: NeoGrowth Credit, India



N EOG ROW T H I M PA CT ON SM ES I N I N DI A



51%



increase in staff strength



Job Creation9 9



NeoGrowth 2016 Social Impact Report, p. 9



46%



retention of same staff



3%



reduction of staff
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Themes Driving Financial Inclusion > 17



SME Alternate Lending SMEs represent the backbone of the global economy and account for the lion’s share of job creation – the Edinburgh Group estimates MSMEs represent more than 60% of GDP and close to 80% of contribution to national employment in low-income countries alone.1



FI G 1 : MSME FINA NCING GA P BY RE GION ( USD BILLIONS)



Despite their massive contribution to the global economy, however, small business owners in developing nations often struggle to secure viable financing options to scale their enterprises. Put in context, a study by the World Economic Forum found that limited access to finance is the second-most cited obstacle for small businesses in developing nations, right after unstable electricity.2



400



“SMEs in lowincome countries contribute close to 80% of national employment” — WOR L D BA N K GROU P



This financing disconnect became particularly acute in the years following the financial crisis as traditional lenders de-risked and reconsidered their underwriting criteria. This created a total credit gap of $2.1 to $2.6 trillion3 that applies to roughly 365 million MSMEs in emerging markets, per estimates from the World Bank, McKinsey & Company, and the International Finance Corporation.4 According to the International Finance Corporation there is an MSME financing gap of $706 billion in East Asia and $619 billion in Latin America alone.5
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Source: International Finance Corporation



MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA



While traditional banks have remained complacent about this lending mismatch, fintech startups have been busy reinventing the SME lending value chain. These startups have done so by lowering origination costs through mobile and online engagement, applying intelligent big data analytics to traditional underwriting models, developing transparent marketplaces that shed light on previously opaque lending processes, and applying automation to classically manual lending processes. While the sector is still in its nascent stages, these alternate lending offerings have tremendous potential to open new financing channels to businesses excluded from traditional bank loans. By expanding the availability of and access to domestic credit for SMEs in emerging markets in particular, these fintech offerings can play a major role in spurring economic development and empowering underbanked small business owners.



CE NTRA L ASIA & E A STE RN E UROP E
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Edinburgh Group, 2013 – “Growing the Global Economy Through SMEs” World Economic Forum, October 2015 – “The Future of FinTech: A Paradigm Shift in Small Business Finance” Accion, 2016 – “Bridging the Small Business Gredit Gap Through Innovative Lending” World Economic Forum, 2015 – “The Future of FinTech: A Paradigm Shift in Small Business Finance” International Finance Corporation, 2011 – “IFC Enterprise Finance Gap Database
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Invoice Discounting



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



Invoice discounting, better known as factoring, is a supply chain finance product that has underpinned global trade flows for the past three decades. Banks are the chief providers of the product, representing 95% of programs in 2005.6 Invoice discounting has remained more or less unchanged over the years, with banks and specialist factoring companies providing businesses shortterm working capital financing by purchasing receivables, principally from larger enterprises, with largely manual processes.



Investment Date: May 2016 Headquarters: Buenos Aires, Argentina Co-Investors: International Finance Corporation (IFC)



After the financial crisis, however, the ensuing capital crunch and newly introduced bodies of regulation pushed companies to favor supply chain finance over more common traditional trade finance products. This trend, compounded by the rise of globalization, has augmented demand for and accelerated the growth of the supply chain finance market. Robust south-south trade flows have spurred demand for new innovations in supply chain finance in emerging markets in particular. In Latin America, for example, digital invoicing is now required by law across most of the region, whereby e-invoices are required and tracked by local tax authorities, and can be traded electronically without the need for physical documentation. While businesses historically relied on complex, decentralized paper invoices, fintech startups are now able to examine a business’ digital invoice history easily and lend against receivables accordingly. Other developing regions such as India and Southeast Asia are similarly focused on providing digital factoring solutions in lieu of cumbersome programs from legacy banking institutions. McKinsey estimates that the supply chain finance market is made up of $2 trillion in financeable payables globally, representing a total revenue pool of $20 billion. Supply chain finance market opportunities are larg-



est in developed regions like Europe and the United States, but buyer programs are growing rapidly in Asia and Latin America. Big banks have been slow in applying technology to their highly manual, but relatively sticky, supply chain finance programs, allowing fintechs to take an estimated 10 – 15% share of the market.7 Momentum in the sector is further shown by remarkable venture capital inflows, which have primarily been concentrated in developed markets. For example, Taulia, a platform for invoice management and financing from buyers to suppliers, raised $137 million in funding. Likewise, PrimeRevenue raised $116 million, and Fundbox, a dynamic discounting offering for SMEs grabbed $107 million from investors. Bluevine, a dynamic discounting product for SMEs, has raised $113 million to date. Bangalore-based KredX, a notable Indian newcomer to the factoring space, has raised $7 million in venture funding to date. Each of these companies has taken a unique approach to different portions of the supply chain finance value chain, though most focus on using technology to automate the supplier on-boarding and invoice management process. Taking into account the attractive underlying market fundamentals and potential social impact of these technology-driven invoice financing models, we have made two investments in the space—we invested in Buenos Aires based Invoinet in 2016, and recently closed an investment in São Paulo based DunasPlus. The sidebar describes Invoinet in some detail, while DunasPlus has built a platform for high-volume, low-ticket invoice financing for micro and small businesses in Brazil. 6



7



McKinsey & Company, 2015 – “Supply-Chain Finance: The Emergence of a New Competitive Landscape” McKinsey & Company, 2015 – “Supply-Chain Finance: The Emergence of a New Competitive Landscape”



Invoinet was founded in 2009 by Pablo Sanucci, an Argentine with three decades of experience in senior roles with major financial institutions in Latin America, including fifteen years in the factoring business. Having seen the inefficiencies of the trade finance industry firsthand, Pablo decided to assemble a management team of industry experts looking to provide an alternative solution to traditional bank factoring offerings. Invoinet’s resulting marketplace technology platform was designed for collaboration between buyers, suppliers and lenders, giving each a toolkit to manage their respective domain of the invoice financing equation. Suppliers of any size are able to issue electronic invoices with ease, buyers are able to manage invoices across their entire supplier base, and lenders can manage their credit lines with buyers and transactions with individual invoices. By taking a marketplace approach with multiple lenders competing for invoice financing, Invoinet makes capital available to the smallest suppliers at significantly better terms than they would typically receive on their own from traditional bank providers. Using this technology, suppliers receive lower financing costs, greater predictability for cash flow management, and significantly faster processing times than traditional alternatives.



Pablo Sanucci Founder and CEO
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Working Capital Loans



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



Emerging market SMEs face a severe funding gap due to a lack of financial accounting, the prevalence of informal business practices and the high costs of underwriting, leaving them starved of much needed capital to grow and improve productivity.



Investment Date: December 2015 Headquarters: Mumbai, India Co-Investors: Khosla Impact, Omidyar Network, Aspada



photo credit: Shubham Housing Development Finance Company Ltd.



Innovative fintech platforms are expanding access to working capital to SMEs by analyzing massive amounts of public and private financial data sources to better understand market dynamics, assess credit-worthiness and manage portfolio risk. By analyzing metrics other than the credit scores used by traditional lenders to extrapolate credit worthiness, alternate SME lenders are able to extend credit to underbanked demographics and woo bank customers away with more attractive offerings. These lean startups refine their risk engines more frequently than banks, allowing them to improve their risk thresholds and ability to predict future defaults.



Furthermore, by foregoing traditional branch networks and instead focusing on online and mobile origination, these startups have more intuitive and seamless customer engagement than traditional banks. By using purpose-built platforms for automatic processing of loans, onboarding is painless and funding is deployed much faster than traditional bank underwriting. M ANUFA CTURING
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India



70M MSME contribution to employment



NeoGrowth was founded in 2013 by serial entrepreneurs Piyush Khaitan (PK) and his brother Dhruv Khaitan (DK), who built and exited India’s first payment processing and non-banking merchant acquisition company in 2010. Leveraging their entrepreneurial savvy and financial services know-how, the duo decided to launch NeoGrowth in 2013 to offer muchneeded flexible business loans to small retailers in India. NeoGrowth is the first company in India to offer electronic payments and card receivables financing to small and mid-sized retail enterprises in India. The company does so by by offering a loan product securitized against future credit and debit card sales. The offering is tailormade for merchants accepting electronic payments, requires minimum credit history and very little documentation, comes with a doorstep fulfillment service, and has flexible repayment terms.



Piyush Khaitan Co-Founder and Managing Partner



Dhruv Khaitan Co-Founder and Chairman
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Similar to the case of digital factoring solutions, SME alternate lenders can guarantee loans against the payment flows of small businesses. As commercial payments digitize and e-invoicing goes mainstream, these alternate lenders will possess increased data points against which they can securely lend. These digital cash flows will also have wider ripple effects – for example, governments are now able to more track companies’ financial activities more transparently, resulting in reduced tax evasion.



Latin America



50%



MSMEs have no access to finance or are underserved



photo credit: John Rae for Accion
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Given the massive potential for these alternative creditors to upend the traditional lending paradigm, we have made sector investments in India (Neogrowth) and Mexico (Konfio), both representing huge market opportunities. In India, for example, a PricewaterhouseCoopers study estimated MSME contribution to employment at roughly 70 million, representing 45% of manufacturing output and 40% of exports. Despite government efforts to extend credit flow to this sector, however, small businesses still struggle to access credit from banks.8 Thanks to recent demonetization policies in the country, however, payments and lending are going digital, allowing startups like NeoGrowth to ride the rising tide. In Latin America, 50% of MSMEs likewise have no access to finance or are underserved, with less than 10% of MSMEs reporting they are well-served, per a 2011 survey by Oliver Wyman. Given the potential for massive disruption in the market, we decided to back the Mexican SME lender, Konfio.9 8



9



PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2013 – “Financing for MSMEs: The Eastside Story” Oliver Wyman, 2016 – “Harnessing the FinTech Revolution: How Digital Innovations are Revitalizing MSME Finance in Latin America and the Caribbean”



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



Investment Date: April 2016 Headquarters: Mexico City, Mexico Co-Investors: Jaguar Ventures, Kaszek Ventures, QED Investors Led by CEO David Arana, Konfio was founded in 2013 by a team of US-trained Mexican mathematicians, data scientists and business intelligence experts to address the lack of access to credit for the vast credit-worthy, but underserved, small business segment in Mexico. To take on traditional underwriting models, the Konfio team developed an algorithm that supplements traditional financial history and field analysis with non-traditional information in order to underwrite unsecured working capital loans in a fraction of the time and cost of traditional lenders. Using this novel scoring methodology, Konfio makes working capital financing more affordable, agile and convenient for SMEs with little time to take away from their businesses.



Our mission is to boost the regional economy with productive loans for promising young businesses who need it the most. David Arana Founder and CEO
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Digital Consumer Finance



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



The traditional consumer finance experience has been turned on its head over the past decade as fintechs have upended analog banking models with new digital corollaries. The ubiquity of mobile devices has undercut the advantages of brick-andmortar branch systems, and digital-native expectations for convenience and service are attracting users to more intuitive, responsive and convenient digital products.



Investment Date: December 2015 Headquarters: São Paulo, Brazil Co-Investors: Redpoint eVentures, Kaszek Ventures, QED Investors



These trends have helped lead to the rise of new online consumer lenders. By leveraging cloud hosting and replacing traditional bankers and financial advisors with algorithms, these startups have been able to pass associated cost savings along to their end users, in turn also opening up digital products to new demographics such as underbanked consumers. This holds particularly



true in emerging markets where traditional banks offer extremely poor client experience and run on slow, legacy infrastructure. In many emerging nations, for example, it’s common to stand in line for hours to access or deposit cash. Of particular note, consumers previously unable to access bank loans are now turning to alternate online lenders. These offerings are proving sticky thanks to their superior customer experience and lower associated costs—a study conducted by Greenwich Associates found that 94% of respondents who had obtained credit from a non-bank lender reported they would return to a fintech startup instead of their traditional banking lender.10 10



Greenwich Associates, 2016 – “The Future of Banking: 2025”



94%



borrowers who would obtain credit from a nonbank provider again



Brazilian consumers pay extraordinarily high rates for unsecured consumer loans, and many lack access to low interest, longterm secured loans. With a background in banking at Deutsche Bank and financial services consulting at the Boston Consulting Group, Creditas CEO Sergio Furio understands why. Brazilian banks have poor digital distribution channels, slow and inefficient processing times, high operating costs, and limited expertise in processing secured transactions. Furio founded Creditas to create a highly efficient, state-of-the-art platform for secured loan origination and processing for Brazilian home and auto equity loans. The company partners with existing financial institutions, allowing them to lend to clients that they cannot profitably serve on their own. In Brazil, Creditas is addressing the third largest debt service pool in the world, with exorbidantly-priced unsecured categories like credit cards, overdrafts and personal loans. Using its digital platform, Creditas can offer some of the lowest rates in Brazil at 30% APR for auto equity loans and 25% APR for home equity loans, compared to an average 230% APR for unsecured loans from banks. Lower rates expand credit access for underbanked consumers-approximately 40% of Creditas’ loan book is concentrated in lower income demographics today.



Sergio Furio Founder and CEO
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Digital Payment Systems



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



The global payments landscape has evolved at a dizzying pace over the last 24 months. Emergence of non-bank players, real-time digital and card payments, and rapid evolution of enabling technologies have permanently altered consumption of digital payment services. Several markets are now well poised for rapid proliferation of these services led by deep consumer adoption.



Investment Date: September 2016 Headquarters: Manila Co-Investors: Wavemaker VC, Kickstart, DCG, Global Brain



This trend is most apparent across emerging markets, where inefficient, legacy payment systems are rapidly being replaced by services from non-bank players that offer convenience and reduced transaction costs. During the past five years, payments revenues grew at a CAGR of 18 percent for Asia–Pacific and Latin America combined, much faster than flat revenue growth in EMEA and North America. There are strong regulatory tailwinds across emerging markets, as evidenced by the recent demonetization of large currency bills and push to digital payments in India. This provides a nurturing backdrop for entrepreneurs to launch mass-market applications for digital payments.



Blockchain and Micropayments The payments architecture across emerging markets is still largely built on traditional needs of regulators and banks. This situation breeds limited interoperability, long processes designed for last-generation technology protocols, and consequently higher fixed costs. In most cases, there is little difference in cost between a $5 transaction and a $500 one. Consequently, existing solutions aren’t geared towards real-time, low-cost settlement options for micro-payments. Even newer digital payment solutions have struggled to address the needs of the un-



derserved in emerging markets. Payment platforms and entrepreneurs need to work around structural challenges such as high merchant acquisition costs, limited operating leverage across acquisition channels, high pre-funding costs, and limited usage outlets. Blockchain technology is often hailed as the panacea for such challenges, but its scale and adoptability have been generally underwhelming. However, some specific applications of the blockchain have demonstrated remarkable advantages when compared to existing payment solutions. Specifically, the blockchain has emerged as a great tool in dramatically reducing settlement costs and transaction times, especially for cross-border remittances. While SWIFT services become meaningful only in transactions of more than $100 given the high fixed costs to process transactions through traditional banking channels, blockchain-enabled cross-border payments can cost just a few cents (3-6%) to the dollar. Back-to-back multi-fx transactions virtually remove any fx risk associated with volatility in virtual currency prices. Also, settlement times reduce from the traditional T+2 cycle to a few seconds. However, the settlement advantages of the blockchain alone are not enough to take a holistic payment solution to underserved customer segments. The go-to-market strategy for any payment solution has to include convenience and easy adoption by customers. The blockchain serves as a very powerful tool by layering on top of existing outflow channels such as banks, ATM networks, merchants, digital platforms and legacy remittance networks—creating a prevailing network of interoperability across platforms. Even issuers have recognized



Coins.ph is a mobile-first, branchless, digital financial services provider that provides users a holistic set of payment services— such as bill pay and airtime top-ups, remittances and money transfers—in a faster, cheaper, easier and more secure way. Remittances contribute over 8.5% of the Philippines’ GDP, with overseas Filipino workers sending over $25 billion to the country. These remittances are made to families served by the regional pawn shop networks. Only 32% of Filipinos have a bank account. Evidence suggests that 98% of retail transactions in the country are still cash-based. Cost of remittances are often upwards of 10% of the transaction value. Coins.ph leverages the blockchain for quick and inexpensive settlements, but minimizes perceived complexities and risks. Customers pay 1-2% on every peer-to-peer transaction, regardless of size. They pay an additional fee to channel partners if they wish to withdraw cash through a partner network of ATMs, retail outlets or the traditional pawn shop network. Transfer to bank accounts or digital payments across mobile network operators, utility payments and e-commerce purchases are free. Founder Ron Hose comes from an entrepreneurial and investing background. Ron wanted to focus on providing more than incremental innovation, and co-founded Coins.ph in the Philippines to solve for a problem that could vastly improve people’s lives in emerging markets.



Ron Hose Founder and CEO
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this advantage and are beginning to partner with blockchain-based digital payments companies to provide end users the convenience of using traditional cards linked to their digital accounts. Lower costs and ease of transactions are driving factors for the blockchain to revolutionize the micropayments space.



Merchant Acceptance Networks While mobile money growth continues in emerging markets, in East Africa most of the volume and value still occur as peerto-peer transactions. Those transactions have seen significant consumer innovations ranging from insurance to credit, and customers can use mobile money for daily conveniences such as paying utility bills. Still, merchant acceptance of digital payments is needed to significantly drive a “cash-lite” economy in emerging markets. In Africa, this has not been solved, nor has general acceptance of digital products, including credit cards. Companies like Kopo Kopo, a portfolio company of Accion Venture Lab, Accion’s seed-stage initiative, have made great efforts in addressing the problem, but it seems that smaller merchants have not been given an easy and affordable platform to accept cards, mobile money and other digital stores of value.



This behavior is due to a variety of reasons. First, merchants perceive cash to be “free” while mobile money and bank cards have a transaction fee of 0.5% to 1.5% for mobile money and up to 3.5% for cards. Second, the process of accepting mobile money and bank cards is a cumbersome one, especially in environments where connectivity is spotty. Third, there is a lack of real-time access to capital if the cash is needed—for example, to purchase inventory or other working capital needs, especially with less formal merchants unable to get a bank facility (outside of South Africa). Lastly, there is often a cost associated with a mobile device. The company that owns the payment infrastructure is well placed to then begin providing additional financial services in the form of Merchant Cash Advance (MCA) and insurance, thereby leveraging the data to drive new revenue streams. The focus should be on an engagement model that makes adoption of the merchant acceptance easy, and with more value provided to the merchant beyond the ability to accept traditional bank cards as a payment type. We are seeing this take the form of adjacencies such as POS software, invoicing, working capital facilities and simple accounting tools.



P ORTFOLIO SP OTLIGHT



Investment Date: March 2017 Headquarters: Cape Town, South Africa Co-Investor: Velocity Capital Yoco is a mobile point of sale (mPOS) company, serving SMEs in South Africa. The company works on behalf of acquiring banks to enable small businesses to accept digital payments via credit and debit cards. Our 2017 investment has helped Yoco expand into new markets and diversify channels of distribution to accelerate its growth. In only one year, Yoco grew its active merchant base to 5,000, many of which had only previously accepted cash. There will be a further deep dive on Yoco in future reports, as we watch its performance and engage with its board.



Katlego Maphai Co-Founder and CEO
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Emerging Opportunities in Financial Inclusion



Insurtech



Robo-Advisory



In emerging markets, insurance policies are difficult to understand, and many struggle to discern between the pros and cons of different offerings. Supplemental insurance beyond health, such as auto and home, are out of reach for most at the bottom of the pyramid.



For those in emerging markets with bank accounts, wealth management products are either too expensive or too little understood to explore as a meaningful option. As a result, the best option for lower income consumers is often interest from their savings account, while the unbanked have limited means to invest, let alone save, in advance of retirement.



These pain points are felt globally, with $3 billion in funding flooding into insurtech in 2016 alone in the hopes of uncovering a solution. In developed markets like the US, insurtech startups are applying technology to streamline a traditionally complex, opaque industry. By using new data from IoT and other alternative datasets, some have even been successful in creating new, full-blown digital insurance companies such as Lemonade and Trov, for example. Emerging markets insurtech players lag several years behind their US corollaries. However, insurance aggregator services are on the rise already, and startups are looking for novel approaches to fix a broken industry.



Robo-advisors that offer online, automated brokerage and wealth management services have taken off in the past few years, dominated by big U.S. names like WealthFront, Betterment and Personal Capital. Equivalents in Europe and developed Asia have also joined the fray. Bypassing humans, robo-advisors can potentially appeal to lower income demographics with lower fees and no-frills offerings. However, the sector has struggled to



gain traction in emerging markets for a few key reasons: • Low financial literacy in these markets has inhibited the uptake of wealth management solutions. While robo-advisories are working to simplify wealth offerings, the product still seems complex to an underbanked consumer. • Product-market fit has yet to be fully realized. While more favorably priced than traditional products, startup robo-advisories still have high fees today that have inhibited mass-market adoption. Despite initial early bumps in the road, we anticipate robo-advisory and brokerage services in the emerging world to reach a tipping point in the next several years from both a financial education standpoint as well as achieving appropriate product-market fit.
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• MicroEnsure and BIMA are working with mobile networks to embed simple life cover into airtime purchases.



2.5 2.0



• Crop insurance companies are focusing on location specific data model to underwrite specific policies.



1.5 1.0



• Technology enabled distributors are leveraging digital channels as well as digitally enabling existing offline networks to increase reach and lower costs.
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KPMG, 2016 – “Robo Advising – Catching Up and Getting Ahead” 25



Challenger Banking Traditional emerging market banks suffer from poor customer experience, high costs and hidden fees, and complex legacy systems. Something as simple as depositing or taking out cash is oftentimes a painful experience, and many are excluded from basic financial services commonplace in the developed world. With the sector ripe for disruption, new, all-digital challenger banks are rising to the occasion. These neo-banks benefit from a lack of physical branch networks, simplified product sets, scalable IT systems, and a high degree of process automation. With lower fees (thanks to limited overhead) and intuitive, mobile-first offerings, these players are able to extend banking services to demographics otherwise unable to afford or understand traditional bank offerings. That being said, emerging market challengers still have a long road ahead, with most sector funding going to developed markets thus far. Challenger banks raised nearly $300 million in 2016, including major fundraises by Monese, Tandem, and Monzo in the UK, and N26 in Germany. Although there have been select early success stories in emerging markets like Lidya in Nigeria and Timo in Vietnam, these countries have trailed behind the first world in part from regulatory headwinds and reactive incum-



Emerging Tech bents, per the examples from Brazil below. • New entrant Banco Neon partnered with a bank to take deposits and offer digital banking products. • Others, such as NuBank, are struggling to attain full-fledged banking licenses from the Brazilian regulator. • Meanwhile, banking incumbents like Itaú, Bradesco, and Santander are ramping up digital efforts to ward off new entrants, which could potentially lead to bank-fintech partnerships and acquisitions. Early challenger banks in emerging markets have depended on wealthier millennial and working professional demographics as their early adopters, but as these startups scale, they will likely lower fees and expand marketing efforts to cater to the underbanked. Challengers may see additional upside as they transition from a consumer focus to the SME segment as well.



In addition to these evolving sectors, we continue to monitor emerging markets for novel technologies and use cases. • Where applicable, machine learning and artificial intelligence can automate and redefine financial services categories. • Chat bots for banking are an early but promising use case for improving customer experience while cutting costs associated with traditional call centers. • Open banking APIs and IaaS (infrastructure as a service), particularly for payments, offer compelling alternatives to traditional bank processing.



Emerging market challengers will also be able to enhance their offerings as their respective fintech markets mature. Neo-banking platforms are highly compatible with other fintech offerings such as robo-advisors, mobile point of sale and lending, to name a few, so we should expect to see new partnerships form accordingly.
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Value Creation >
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Meaningful and Scalable Support to Create Value Our companies are united in their missions to show positive financial performance and deliver financial inclusion in markets that lack developed startup infrastructure. That twofold challenge requires more nurturing than a traditional venture-backed startup. That’s why we are committed to help our teams achieve their goals through all the means available to us, including access to experts, capital and knowledge, in a sustainable and scaleable manner. We spent most of 2016 developing meaningful and scalable ways to support our portfolio and help our companies create value. As part of this process, we spent a lot of time talking to our CEOs and other stakeholders to understand both the demand for and the supply of knowledge and access. This effort will continue well into 2017 and will help us determine how to best deliver value creation in a differentiated way.



photo credit: John Rae for Accion



Accion has also invested significant resources to maximize its impact. Its newly-organized Global Advisory Solutions team leverages decades of strategic and operational expertise, combining innovation and a deep understanding of client need to address product design, channels development, risk analytics and other challenges. In addition, Accion Venture



Lab (Venture Lab) is building off its previous success and attracting new people and capital to expand its work. Quona and Venture Lab are collaborating on a CEO Forum where they will convene founders of their collective portfolio companies to share lessons learned of leveraging technology to expand inclusion. In addition, Quona is collaborating closely with the Center for Financial Inclusion at Accion, supporting the work of their research fellows guiding digital finance to be more consumer-centric and quality-focused. Quona hired Arman Zand as its head of Value Creation and Portfolio Engagement to lead this strategy and implement the following activities: • Advisory and Assistance: We will leverage our vast network of experts and leaders in the broader global fintech ecosystem to help our entrepreneurs solve immediate challenges in select areas of their businesses including sales, marketing, recruiting, financing and access to markets. One example is our new partnership with RippleWorks that helps pair top business and technology experts with innovative, rapidly growing social ventures around the world. RippleWorks is already working with several of our portfolio companies in Africa and India.



• Social Media and Promotion: We will engage our audience—including key opinion leaders in fintech and financial inclusion— using social media tools such as blogs, videos and podcasts to promote and bolster the business activities of our portfolio companies. One example is the upcoming launch of our blog series. • Thought Leadership: We will stand on our leadership position as experts in financial inclusion to be the thought leaders in fintech for inclusive finance. This includes organizing intimate events and smaller informal gatherings, bringing together leaders in the fintech ecosystem to share their collective ideas and experiences. One example is Quona’s contribution to an upcoming report the Center for Financial Inclusion at Accion is preparing in partnership with the Institute of International Finance (IIF) on how partnerships between financial institutions and fintech firms are helping to drive inclusion in emerging markets. These activities aim to accelerate the growth and success of our portfolio and most will be implemented over the next year. Given limited internal resources, we plan to leverage our relationships and connections to scale our activities in line with the growth of our portfolio.



We are developing meaningful and scalable ways to support our portfolio and help our companies create value.
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Partner Highlight



Delivering Experience and Expertise with RippleWorks Based in Silicon Valley, non-profit RippleWorks brings extensive experience and expertise in starting and scaling scores of successful ventures. Its expert volunteers work with innovative social ventures and investors that are well on their way to solving some of the world’s toughest challenges. By applying their skills and experience, these experts play a critical role in empowering their ventures to scale their businesses and impact. In 2016, Quona and RippleWorks formed a crucial partnership that has already paid significant dividends. Working closely with founder Doug Galen, we have gained unique access to a wide range of startup industry experts who focus on important areas including growth hacking, lead generation, distribution, search optimization, recruiting and client retention.



This partnership has already benefited many of our companies, including Neogrowth, Credit Mantri and Dunas. In addition to longer-term engagements with industry experts, RippleWorks helps us gain rare, high-profile access to prominent leaders in startup and technology industries. Recently, RippleWorks convened an online gathering with Beth Steinberg, the former Head of Human Resources at Facebook, to discuss best practices in hiring and recruiting. Our CEOs found the event to be very engaging, with Paul Gilson of Dunas claiming: “Beth had some real practical input on how to hire while being a startup.” In 2017 we plan to expand our relationship with RippleWorks to involve more of our companies and find additional ways to engage with Doug and his team.



“Quona is one of the best investors we have seen in identifying great businesses and entrepreneurs. Quona’s dedication to its companies is inspiring and gives its companies a competitive advantage. ” —DOUG GA LE N, CO-FOUN D E R & C EO



Doug Galen Co-Founder & CEO



RippleWorks Co-Founder and CEO Doug Galen is a Lecturer at the Stanford Graduate School of Business. Doug sits on the non-profit boards of Heifer International, Positive Coaching Alliance and Jasper Ridge Farm and advises early stage companies. Prior to RippleWorks, Doug served as Chief Revenue Officer at Shopkick, a mobile app startup that was bought by SK Telecom. Prior to Shopkick, he was SVP of Business and Corporate Development at Shutterfly, where he helped grow revenue from $50 million to $500 million. Doug served as Vice President and General Manager of New Ventures for eBay, and was employee #3 as Vice President of Sales and BD for publicly traded E-LOAN. 29



Partner Highlight RippleWorks Case Studies



AllLife Builds Analytics Capability with RippleWorks RippleWorks has embarked on a deep dive into operational data to help AllLife, a leader in HIV and diabetic life insurance in South Africa, with data-driven decisions about the business. The initial focus is to build a lapse indicator to predict the propensity of customer lapse risk, and then create an engagement model to increase customer retention. The longerterm result will be a transfer of skills to build an analytics capability to inform and improve management of the South African business, including marketing algorithms, customer insights, operational performance and dashboard development with predictive scores.



RippleWorks Helps NeoGrowth Scale Up Customer Acquisition As India’s largest point-of-sale lender to SMEs, NeoGrowth needed a boost in its customer acquisition strategy to both increase leads and bring down costs. Leveraging Quona’s relationship with RippleWorks, NeoGrowth partnered with Kayti Sullivan, Vice President Customer Success at Yelp, an expert in growth hacking. Kayti spent two weeks on the ground in India with NeoGrowth to help recommend and implement fast and lean methods to kickstart a new path for customer acquisition.



“We are excited by this project and we are looking forward to working with the RippleWorks team to gain deeper insights.” Michael Blain Managing Director AllLife South Africa



“RippleWorks helped us address our biggest challenges, scale and cost of customer acquisition, creating a defining moment in our growth story.” Piyush Khaitan Co-Founder and Managing Partner
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